
 Minutes* 
 
 Senate Committee on Educational Policy 
 Wednesday, November 17, 1993 
 2:30 - 4:30 
 Room 624 Campus Club 
 
 
Present: Kenneth Heller (chair), Craig Bursch, Anita Cholewa, Thomas Clayton, James Cotter, Sue 

Donaldson, Megan Gunnar, Darwin Hendel, Robert Johnson, Manuel Kaplan, Carla 
Phillips, William Van Essendelft, Gayle Graham Yates 

 
Regrets: None 
 
Absent: Daniel Boler 
 
Guests: Vice President Anne Hopkins 
 
Others: None 
 
[In these minutes:  Initiative for Excellence in Undergraduate Education; strategic planning documents] 
 
 
1.   National Invitational Volleyball Championship 
 
 Professor Heller convened the meeting at 2:30 and reported that the Department of Women's 
Athletics has requested an exception from the Senate policy prohibiting events during study day and 
finals week that require the presence of students.  The volleyball team has been invited to play in the 
National Invitational Volleyball Championship; participation would require that the team miss study day 
of Fall Quarter.  
 
 Following review of academic information about the team, the Committee voted unanimously to 
approve the exception. 
 
2.   Initiative for Excellence in Undergraduate Education 
 
 Professor Heller then welcomed Vice President Hopkins to discuss the Initiative for Excellence in 
Undergraduate Education; copies of her annual report on the Initiative had been distributed earlier to 
Committee members. 
 
 Dr. Hopkins began by noting that the annual report she provided to the Committee is the latest 
version of a report she has prepared every year she has been at the University.  There is much going on in 
the improvement of undergraduate education, she told the Committee. 
 
 The largest amount of time has been spent on enrollment management, admissions, and 
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recruitment.  When she and Vice President Hughes came to the University, they both realized there were 
problems in all three areas.  The University is now moving in the right directions, although the changes 
have taken time.  Following a self-study, admissions has now been centralized and a new admissions 
director has been hired.  The process of change to develop an effective operation in this area takes five to 
eight years, she said, and the University is basically at the end of year one.  A major related issue is 
financial aid; the University must have more scholarships. 
 
 There are problems in enrollment management:  in reducing the size of the undergraduate student 
body by 6000, the University lowered freshman enrollment.  By last year, it was down so far that it was 
going to become difficult to sustain the kind of University that is wanted--so more students are being 
admitted.  Total enrollment will still be lower, however, because a lot of upper division students will be 
graduating.  There has been a "bulge" at the upper division level as a result of the reduced freshman 
admissions and the University is "top heavy" as a result.  That situation is both uneconomical and 
educationally unhealthy. 
 
 With respect to the curriculum, the University has moved a long way on transfers; by Fall, 1994, 
the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum should be up and running.  The University, for once, turned out to be 
the "good guy":  it helped the other systems as the program was developed.  The major problems of four 
to five years ago with access to courses that students need in order to graduate have largely been 
eliminated.  Introduction of the new liberal education curriculum will mean the University will be even 
better able to manage that problem in the future. 
 
 A significant amount of recurring funds have been invested in improving large introductory classes 
(over $500,000).  Dr. Hopkins said she has placed a temporary hold on further investments until the 
results of the projects already in place can be evaluated.  She has, she told the Committee, about another 
$400,000 available to use for this purpose. 
 
 The Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program (UROP) is a "jewel," Dr. Hopkins said.  She 
would like to put money into it as fast as it can be absorbed; she also said she is seeking to have the right 
balance between the sciences and the humanities. 
 
 Advising and counseling is another area being addressed, although she remains unsatisfied with the 
results thus far.  Money has been spent to reduce the ratio of advisees to advisors, but the whole effort 
needs more energy devoted to it.  IT's use of cohorts is a good example of what is being tried; she said she 
is looking for whatever will work to deliver improvements.  One of her concerns is the division of labor 
in advising:  the faculty do so little that it almost means they no longer own the curriculum.  When faculty 
pull out of advising, they lose control. 
 
 Teaching is the "least broken" of the problems--most of it is good and the University has a superb 
faculty.  The Task Force on Teaching and Learning that she will be co-chairing with Professor Heller will 
explore how the University can better support and facilitate teaching.  The attitudes about teaching are in 
large part a function of departmental culture; changes cannot be made from the center, but the 
administration can try to support departments that support teaching.  The new teaching evaluation policy 
adopted by the Senate last year will also be a help; so far, 55,000 teaching evaluation forms have been 
distributed.  Information from the forms will be collected and provided to the Committee. 
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 Initiatives have been taken in TA training but more needs to be done.  More is also needed in 
faculty development. 
 
 Issues of the learning environment have also been addressed.  A lot of money has been put into the 
improvement of classrooms and study space, although those funds are nearly exhausted.  Dr. Hopkins 
said she would like to identify more money for this purpose. 
 
 Instructional equipment remains a big problem, although new computer labs have been opened on 
the West Bank.  One great innovation was elimination of the computer fees. 
 
 One of the knottiest problems, Dr. Hopkins said, is trying to build a sense of community on a 
commuter campus.  It is desirable that the campus become more residential; opportunities to make it so 
have not existed before now.  Vice President Hughes has taken a number of initiatives on this front.  
Buildings like the new Recreational Sport facility also help. 
 
 In terms of assessment, she told the Committee, the intentions were good.  Two surveys of student 
satisfaction have been conducted--but the results were so negative that they could come to no agreement 
on how to report them.  She said that on average there is a 25 - 30 point gap in satisfaction between 
students here and another institution she knew of--while at the same time the University of Minnesota has 
a better faculty and stronger scholarship.  Students are responding to an environment that does not 
support them, she concluded. 
 
 One Committee member complimented Dr. Hopkins on the effort to recruit students of color; 
having the central initiatives helped units.  Dr. Hopkins replied that setting goals and targets is a good 
idea if it is done with care.  The goal of having 10% students of color is a noble one--but the University 
needs to set a goal on the numbers of those students who GRADUATE.  Too many students have been 
admitted who do not have a good chance to succeed; the University needs to work with schools to 
increase those chances.  A related issue, she said, is the question of where the University should recruit 
students of color from.  In working with groups talking about U2000, she has become aware that some of 
the people of color in the state are angry because the University is providing students from Chicago with 
full scholarships--and, in their perception, not tending to the Twin Cities metropolitan area. 
 
 To a certain extent that perception is accurate, Dr. Hopkins said in response to a question; the issue 
is the location of the University's social responsibility.  In an area where few students go away to school, 
the University must be sure it has appropriate programming for students HERE as well as for those 
outside Minnesota. 
 
 Asked whether the Post Secondary Education Options (PSEO) program is attracting minority 
students, Dr. Hopkins said there are over 1000 high school students at the University, some of them full-
time.  There is basically one individual who decides who will be admitted under the program--and he has 
an uncanny ability to identify talented students.  The program runs through CEE but not all departments 
allow PSEO students to take their courses.  Those who come, however, have proven to be talented and 
vibrant students--students who the University did little to retain before the new admissions director was 
hired.  In that group there are a number of minority students; Dr. Hopkins said she did not know how 
many.  Who comes--minority or not--depends on the program in the high school.  (Some discourage 
students from taking advantage of the option, in part because funds flow from the school district to the 
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University for every student who chooses the option--although it was pointed out that no school can 
PREVENT a student from using the opportunity.) 
 
 Asked about how the PSEO program is doing, Dr. Hopkins said it was "wildly successful."  These 
are the kinds of students the University should WANT to retain, said one Committee member.  Another 
recounted that in a class of 170 he is teaching, the two top students are high school students.  He also 
reported he has six PSEO advisees, all of whom are doing very well.   
 
 It is a spectacular program, Dr. Hopkins agreed, but even so there are some things that need to be 
made to work better.  The things wrong with it are symptomatic of a lot of problems at the University.  
With 150 things wrong, one can fix five but then five more appear.  Changes need to be systemic. 
 
 Attention should be focused on programs that increase the diversity of the University, said one 
Committee member, because that is an especially difficult problem, given the mix of the state's 
population.  Dr. Hopkins then related the details of a program currently in place that provides 
scholarships to minority students coming out of the St. Paul schools after the students have been prepared 
for the University by the schools (a similar program in Minneapolis failed).  The program was begun 
under President Keller; the first students--87--entering the University under its auspices came this year 
(about two-thirds came to the Twin Cities campus and one-third went to one of the other campuses).  The 
St. Paul schools were astonished that the University actually delivered on the promise--all the students are 
on full aid and will be followed up for four to five years.  The University expects 150 students from the 
program next year and 200 the year after.  It must be watched, but if it can succeed, it will go a long way 
to increasing the diversity of the University.  It is a very exciting program, Dr. Hopkins concluded. 
 
 One member of the Committee inquired about the percentage of University graduates who came 
from community colleges.  Overall, Dr. Hopkins said, 50% of University graduates are transfers; she 
guessed that perhaps 20% came from community colleges.  Dr. Hendel told the Committee that a large 
number of transfer students come from private colleges; those students, Dr. Hopkins added, tend to be 
more mature and come to the University to find the programs they need.  There is, she also noted, no 
transfer by right--students must meet standards.  Transfer students are more likely to be successful, if only 
because those who fail or drop will have done so before seeking to transfer to the University.  Transfer 
and non-transfer students are roughly comparable groups, on balance. 
 
 The University is not projecting any increase in the number of transfer students.  It is, as she noted 
earlier, predicting larger lower division classes than for the past five years.  Lower division instruction 
more economical; the University also encourages a holistic educational experience so encourages students 
to enter as freshmen and remain here until they graduate.  That is not a model that should be discarded, 
she maintained. 
 
 Asked about scholarships and financial aid, Dr. Hopkins said there is a task force working on the 
issues.  The University has tried and failed to do better over the last two years; there is now an acting 
director of financial aid.  There is a massive information problem between the colleges and the central 
offices--the University has been unable to track which students received scholarships.  Rudimentary 
systems were not in place.  One thing the University needs to do is develop full financial aid packages, 
something that most other institutions provide. 
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 There is also the $28 million student payroll.  Its present structure does not mean that jobs go to 
students who need them--but, on the other hand, units are likely going to want to be able to pick the 
students they want without regard for demonstrated financial need.  (One Committee member said that is 
not necessarily true.  Departments would probably be willing to choose qualified students from a list 
supplied by the financial aid office, especially if this were part of a plan to upgrade the undergraduate 
experience and encourage better qualified students to spend more time on campus.)  The University needs 
to set up a program, Dr. Hopkins told the Committee, so that when a student is recruited, he or she can be 
guaranteed a certain amount of money and a job for part of the money.  That is now very difficult to do 
here. 
 
 One Committee member pointed out that in his department there are jobs for ten hours per week, 
and they have the money, but they cannot find candidates!  If the jobs were in student development, Dr. 
Hopkins said, they could be used.  She said she hopes the University can begin to put together financial 
aid packages by next year.  She agreed with a comment there are models for putting together such 
packages; the problem is that the University hasn't now the means to deliver simultaneous information on-
line so it is unable to aggregate data on where funds are needed.   
 
 "But," she added, "the will is there."  She told the Committee that she is convinced the most 
significant step to be taken to change the University is in admissions, enrollment, and financial aid--by 
changing the kind of student who attends.  That shapes what the institution is more than anything else.  
The University has begun to move in the right directions. 
 
3.   Discussion of U2000 
 
 One Committee member then inquired of Dr. Hopkins if the Initiative would now be subsumed 
under the strategic planning process.  She said it would continue; the U2000 documents identify what 
achievements will be sought.  She then reviewed briefly that portion of the mission and vision statement 
that deals with undergraduate education.  A number of efforts are already underway to help accomplish 
the goals set forth, Dr. Hopkins reported--something that Committee members expressed relish at 
knowing.   
 
 The faculty need to know what is going on, Dr. Hopkins commented, but she said she was unsure 
how to tell them.  She is inclined personally to just DO things--but that isn't very functional if faculty 
don't know that things ARE being done.  Much is done with an administrative advisory committee, 
including two deans and four vice presidents, because there are overlaps in responsibilities and tasks.  She 
told the Committee, however, that she frequently questions whether or not she is wise enough to make the 
decisions.  She tries to consult--and would be very interested in hearing the Committee's views on the 
U2000 goals.  SCEP could play a larger role in the Undergraduate Initiative as well, she commented, but 
it has always been preoccupied with other things. 
 
 Dr. Hopkins was asked if there is a difference in views, from the student surveys, between 
commuter and residential students.  Dr. Hendel responded that there is; the commuter experience is much 
less positive.  That can be mitigated by an on-campus job.  And the further away from campus that one 
lives, the more negative the experience, he reported.  In terms of the job issue, Dr. Hopkins commented, 
there were discussions with the director of student employment about getting employers involved in 
student growth--she herself does so with the students in her office.  She observed that there is much 
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employers can do with student development.   
 
 Optimally, Dr. Hopkins told the Committee, the University will have more residential housing in 
the future--and Senior Vice President Erickson believes it will be possible to offer it.  The options are 
being explored. 
 
 Discussion then turned to other parts of the strategic planning documents, and specifically the 
mission and vision statement.  Dr. Hopkins was asked about the reactions, from people of color, to the 
call for 80% of the undergraduates in the "research university" to come from the top 25% of their high 
school class.  It is that proposal, she said, that has triggered the reaction to University College.  People 
seem to be saying that the University has not been responsive to communities of color for the last 25 or 
50 years and they do not trust the University.  Dr. Hopkins said she believed the University must 
demonstrate to people of color that it does not simply want diversity but that it is committed to the 
success of students of color.  She reported that she has also heard that there is support for setting higher 
expectations--they want the University to PUSH students of color. 
 
 She raised the specter of University College, one Committee member noted--something that first 
emerged as a proposal but which has, since turned into the Cheshire Cat.  What, Dr. Hopkins was asked, 
does SHE see University College as?  Done in the BEST way, she responded, it has tremendous potential 
to serve the citizens of the state, and the metropolitan area in particular, in much better ways.  CEE has 
not had a tightly-defined mission; it has been in the position of having to meet demand plus whatever the 
faculty have been willing to offer.  It offers about 20 degrees, most of which are in the liberal arts.   
 
 The situation for part-time students in the metropolitan area--given all the institutions--is one of big 
problems, limited choice, and high cost.  Community colleges do not offer a lot of part-time education.  
People need an alternative way to get an education.   
 
 Dr. Hopkins said she sees University College as a delivery mechanism for making available the 
strengths of the University in order for students to obtain baccalaureate and masters degrees.  She said she 
did not see it as a vehicle for NEW programs, although it could explore collaboration and 
interdisciplinary efforts.  The intent is to consider community needs in relation to what the University 
does well.   
 
 At its best, Dr. Hopkins said again, University College would scan the environment and take a 
leading role in targeting the populations that can take advantage of what the University has to offer and 
perhaps reach out to different clienteles than those now being served by the University.  CEE would be a 
part of it; the question is what else would be included. 
 
 One Committee member, following other comments, said it sounds like University College will be 
CEE plus other programs inloaded.  Dr. Hopkins said inloading was not necessarily part of the plans.  
Nor, she said, would it necessarily have to have a separate administration.  One criticism that would need 
to be met is that departments usually do not pay enough attention to CEE courses. 
 
 Many students are part-time, many work 20 or more hours per week; how will they be fitted into 
University College rather than the other Twin Cities campus?  Would they be assigned to University 
College?  What happens to the large number of part-time degree-seeking students?  Dr. Hopkins noted 
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that often the University does not KNOW if a student is seeking a degree.  The idea is that the Twin 
Cities campus should be predominantly full-time while University College would be predominantly part-
time.  The University would not "put" any student in one place or the other--they would seek admission 
and the University would decide if they are to be admitted.   
 
 Must a student take at least 15 credits per quarter to be part of the Twin Cities campus (as distinct 
from University College)?  Those discussions have not been held, Dr. Hopkins responded.  In many 
cases, with better advising and more scholarship money, they could--and naturally probably would--take 
more credits than they do.  Another hurdle this university has not erected is a requirement for re-
admission after one drops out for a period--many institutions do so.  This is not a black and white issue, 
she cautioned.  In the Day School the University wants to set higher expectations and demand more of the 
student's time on the task of education--and to be more responsive to the needs of people who cannot 
meet those expectations and time demands.  There is no answer now about people who fall in the middle. 
 
 One problem is that people are assuming University College will just happen.  This is, she 
reminded the Committee, U2000--by the year 2000 the student body should be re-shaped, along with 
norms and policies and access through University College. 
 
 This plan as she has outlined it, said one Committee member to Dr. Hopkins, is reassuring.  There 
has been concern in some quarters, especially the liberal arts, that University College will require 
additional funds for services and lower standards and that there will be a shift in emphasis from a research 
university to a new entity and to becoming a glorified trade school in order to meet demands.  Faculty in 
the liberal arts would also be required to inload.  There is some paranoia about this plan.  Those fears, Dr. 
Hopkins said, arise when people fill in the blanks in the plan with the worst possible outcomes.  That, she 
was then told, has been their experience in the past.  The biggest danger--and a legitimate concern--Dr. 
Hopkins said, is that University College will be a drain on resources.  The Committee is right to put that 
issue on the table for discussion. 
 
 Discussion then turned momentarily to inloading.  It was again pointed out that it costs departments 
money to inload--the money from CEE is less than the cost of teaching when computed as part of a 
faculty member's salary.  CEE does support the general education budget of the University, Dr. Hopkins 
noted.  True, it was said, but the financing must be different; at present departments are discouraged from 
offering CEE courses.  Dr. Hopkins concurred that the financing needed rethinking.  And University 
College is intended to serve and advance University priorities, not run contrary to them.  Units could 
agree to inload teaching, and hire more faculty, but that should be decided locally, not by the 
administration. 
 
 One Committee member pointed out that the faculty as a whole cannot work out these plans; they 
must be developed on a representative basis--and inloading could be mandated if done well.  If faculty 
salaries were adequate, individual faculty would not have to teach in extension to supplement their 
incomes as they do now.  But salaries are NOT adequate; additional teaching in CEE is a matter of faculty 
welfare. 
 
 Dr. Hopkins then said she believed that departments should talk about their own programs, what 
their size should be, and how to offer them.  All universities have pulled back from a collective 
responsibility for programs.  There is now too much dependence on overload teaching--at a research 
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university, where faculty are basically paid half-time to do research, the faculty should not then be 
teaching on an overload basis.  She said she was mindful that no one had looked at CEE financing and 
that they should; U2000 provides the opportunity to consider that question and how it might be made to 
work best for the University.  CEE, she told the Committee, has been VERY responsive and open as these 
discussions have progressed--they are glad that the institution is interested in what they are doing. 
 
 Issues of budgeting and cost analysis arose next.  Dr. Hopkins said it is helpful to know the costs of 
what the University does; the tendency is to think only in terms of direct costs, which masks indirect costs 
and makes some activities look cheaper or more expensive than they really are.  When such things as 
revenues generated and indirect costs are considered by college, one looks at the situation differently than 
when those factors are not considered; it is to be hoped that wiser decisions can result.  She emphasized 
that she does NOT support the notion of "every tub on its own bottom"; some units will NEVER be able 
to support themselves and they should not be expected to.  But the costs of operating units should be 
known.   
 
 Some programs, it was pointed out, stay small because the University asks them to, not because 
they want to--which then makes them seem more expensive to operate.  That, Dr. Hopkins responded, is 
an enrollment management question; units stay small to improve the quality of education. 
 
 The Committee then turned its attention to the draft mission and vision statement.  A number of 
points were raised. 
 
 -- There is little discussion of support of faculty teaching or support for departments for 

teaching; the notion must be SUPPORT, not just evaluation in order to "whip the faculty 
into shape." 

 
 -- The resources of the College of Education should be drawn on to a much greater degree in 

efforts to improve and provide support for teaching across the University.  As best one can 
tell, providing that kind of internal assistance is not part of the College of Education's 
mission; what they do now is largely on an overload basis. 

 
 -- The language about cluster planning should say what it is NOT as well as what it is--it is 

intended to reduce barriers and encourage interdisciplinary work; presumably it is not 
intended to have disciplines jammed together and to determine which heads roll.  That 
certainly is not the idea, Dr. Hopkins commented; the point is to encourage disciplines to 
talk to each other, something that does not happen often enough.  The difficulty, 
Committee members observed, is that people are hired into disciplinary units while 
knowledge may shift.  In some areas disciplines may evolve more rapidly than others--
although fields can remain orphans. 

 
 -- There are references to the "core" in the planning documents.  Will the "core" ever be 

defined?  Presumably it is a group of activities without which one does not have a 
university--a central core.  Then there are other activities in which the University wants to 
be strong in.  At some point there should be a decision about what is core and about what 
the University wishes to remain strong in because it has very good programs.  Rightly or 
wrongly, Dr. Hopkins observed, COLLEGES tend to be viewed as core; within them, the 
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deans support what is most essential.   
 
  There are activities the University will choose to continue because they are high quality; 

there are other things it will choose not to continue-- to not put money into or to 
discontinue.  Dr. Hopkins noted that it was decided, early on, that if a unit is core and top-
ranked, that status will be hung on to at all costs.  Every decision after that is complicated--
and there is not agreement on what should be done.  But clusters, she said, will NOT be the 
vehicle through which these decisions will be made; colleges are the strategic budgeting 
units, the place to look for opportunities and promising investments. 

 
 -- One major strategic question, Dr. Hopkins said, is whether or not the core is supported well 

enough.  There are certain programs a university must have, and those programs must be 
reasonably strong--no program can be weak and in the core.  Raising that question, it was 
said, means that money will have to be  

  found--either additional funds or from cutting units.  There is an underlying faculty 
dissatisfaction with the system as it now exits; the Committee should discuss ideas about 
what should be different. 

 
  This reflects the problem that there has not been a clear budget process, Dr. Hopkins said.  

One cannot deal with educational policy implications of decisions without being aware of 
financial issues, something the Finance and Planning Committee tries to deal with all the 
time.  Everyone should be concerned about the financial ramifications of what they 
discuss.  But that need not be central--the educational shape of the University is what is 
important here. 

 
 -- Unfortunately, most faculty see the decision-making process at the University as 

hierarchical.  They have little opportunity to participate.  We need to move to a structure in 
which faculty participation is regularized and is perceived by the faculty to be valued. 

 
 The meeting was adjourned at 4:50. 
 
      -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 


